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Ch-1 Alphabetical Order 

Ch-2 The Sentence 

Ch-3 Subject and Predicate 

Ch-4. Kinds of Sentences 

Descriptive Writing 

Date- 28/6/19 

Written Test (20 Marks) 

Notebook Submission        10 marks 

SEA Activity 
Dictation15 marks 

ASL(Speaking)                 05 marks 

 

SECTION-A (Reading) 
A.1. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:  

A flag is a piece of cloth that is attached to a pole and flown for signals or identification. At first, flags were 

used in battles to identify different armies. Now every country has a unique National Flag, which is a symbol 

of pride in the country. 

The Singapore flag is red and white. The top horizontal half is red with a white crescent moon and five white 

stars. The bottom half is white. The different parts of the flag symbolize different things. The colour red stands 

for the equality of all people and white stands for purity and virtue. The crescent moon symbolizes peace, 

progress, justice and equality. 

Another well- known flag is the Olympic flag. It has five different coloured interlocking rings, each of which 

represents one of the five participating continents in the world. 

Answer the following questions 

1) Why were flags first used? 

2) Describe the Olympic flag in one sentence. 

3) Describe the Singapore flag in two sentences. 

4) What does ‘each of which’ refers to in line 9? 

SECTION- B (Writing) 
B: 1. Every Mom is a super Mom. Describe Super Mom’s daily routine in 100 words with the help of given  

words. 

 

 

 

SECTION- C (Grammar) 

C: 1. Arrange in alphabetical order.        

1. craftsman, crank, cranky, craft, crawl 
2. measure, May, measurement, maze, mayor 
3. trapeze, trapper, treatment, traveler, treasure 

 

C: 2. Rewrite the sentences using correct punctuation marks.      

1. am happy today i 

2. to tomorrow go I school will 

Super hero, ordinary woman, strong, energetic, daily routine, 

hardworking, caring, wake up on time,cooking, office, baby-sitting, 

creative, help, weak, pretty, talented, chopping, dishes, proud, life’s 

goal, role model, educated, opportunity, lucky, feeling, emotional, 

 rude, angry 
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3. we breakfast have at will eight o’clock 

4. walk sister cannot with my baby 

5. is heavily raining it 

 

C: 3. Fill in the blanks with suitable subjects and predicates.     

1. The Sun_______________. 

2. ________________has eight legs. 

3. Am I ________________________. 

4. _____________are coming to visit us today. 

5. _____________is written by Rabindranath Tagore. 

6. Engineers _________________________. 

7. Dominos ___________________________. 

 

C: 4. Identify the sentences and mention its kind. 

1. How well she sings! 

2. What is your name? 

3. Did I say anything to make you angry? 

4. What is your name? 

5. Who told you this? 

6. She is a successful writer. 

7. I want to become a writer. 

8. She does not eat meat or fish. 

9. Go at once. 

10. Bring me that file. 

11. My mother makes delicious cookies. 

12. Get lost. 

13. Fetch me a glass of water. 

14. Please be seated. 

15. Sit down. 

16. She writes with her left hand. 

17. What a tragedy! 

18. How beautiful she is! 

19. I have two sisters. 

20. How ridiculous this is! 

21. I have lost my way. 

 

C: 5. Make sentences.                  

1. is angry (Statement)  2. Are they (Interrogative)  3. Please (Imperative) 

4. Oh! (Exclamatory)  5. not coming (Negative) 

 

 


